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Osanic: Thank you so much for taking time to join me today. This coming June is going to be another
anniversary of the assassination of Robert Kennedy. There are a lot of people tuning in. I have been
doing the whole month, show after show, with all the various people who have been doing good work in
the research, and of course I wanted to start with you.
I guess, highlight what we know about the assassination so many years later, and anything we can do
about it, and of course people most likely know that you are handling Sirhan’s appeal. I guess we could
start with that and go backwards. What is the latest state of the case?
Pepper: Well, there isn’t a great deal to report in that respect. The magistrate has been sitting on our
petition now for going on to a year. He has refused to issue a recommendation to the court for, I guess
now the last nine months. He did at one point issue a recommendation, a draft recommendation, and
then invited comments, and we delivered and extensive response and comments and he has not moved
since then. They changed the judge. We have a new judge. But this case is, of course, in the hands at this
stage of the magistrate. This magistrate has for all of these years been successful in avoiding to provide
an opportunity for a new trial, or even an evidentiary hearing which would enable us to put forward all
of the new evidence that has surfaced.
So it’s not a happy situation for us, and we are caught in a very difficult situation because magistrates
can take whatever time they need in these kinds of situations.
Osanic: I guess you would have to say this is on purpose. They don’t want to make a decision.
Pepper: I think they have a very serious problem. The evidence of Sirhan’s innocence is so
overwhelming, and he was so badly represented at the original trial, by a counsel who was himself
under a pending indictment, a federal indictment, and who did not challenge the state’s ballistic
evidence, did not put up any kind of a defense, but effectively just rolled over and allowed the guilty
plea and, at that time, the capital punishment sentence to be issued. It was a horrific situation, both in
terms of representation, and in terms of the evidence even then, particularly with a focus on the
autopsy report that showed that Sirhan was innocent.
We have since done extensive work, bringing Dr. Dan Brown from Harvard, who a specialist in
hypnoprogramming and [who] pretty much determined and put forward very strong cogent arguments
that Sirhan was, in fact, hypnoprogrammed through the use of hypnotism and chemicals. And we have
even, pretty much, now identified the place where that took place and the psychiatric team who were
involved in programming him.
So they just don’t want evidence of this sort to see the light of day. By “they” I mean forces that have
buried this political assassination and want it to remain underground until Sirhan passes away,
presumably, or is assassinated himself in prison.

Osanic: Are you at liberty right now to discuss any of that hypnoprogramming? You said you know the
location now …
Pepper: I can’t … anyone can go to the court record and can read our filings which include the
statements of Dr. Brown. Those are available.
Osanic: OK. I will make a link. [Click on “read our filings” link at this location.]
P: Yeah, you can make a link to put up on the website. I don’t want to get in to discussing those details.
We believe that the whole process took place over a period of about two weeks. There are two missing
weeks in the course of his history there. And so we believe that’s when it took place. But in terms of
some of the other details, we would like an opportunity to be able to present them before a judge or
before a judge and jury. And that’s basically where we are on the case at this point.
Osanic: Going back to the actual even, how did you come to represent Sirhan?
Pepper: I, as you know, have been involved in the assassination of Martin Luther King now for 37 years,
and just basically finished the third book, a trilogy of work on that came that is the end of the story as
far as that case is concerned, with the degree of detail and evidence that we have now … it’s so strong. I
don‘t think there is a political assassination in history that has had the amount of evidence and
information unearthed that we have in that case. But I was of course still involved in that case back in
2007 when Larry Peter, who was Sirhan’s counsel at the time, passed away. [I] was approached by
people who had an interest in the case and by Sirhan’s brother, and I had assumed, in the King case, that
[James Earl] Ray was innocent. I first met him in ’78 and it took me until ’88 to be convinced he was an
unknowing patsy.
And I guess the gut reaction was the same in the case of the assassination of Bob Kennedy. But then
when I was shown the evidence, I became convinced that that evidence was stronger than I had seen in
the King case … of this man’s innocence. I mean, Bob was hit with three bullets from behind, the fourth
one went through his shoulder [pad?], and three of them hit him in the back – two in the back and one
behind the ear at powder burn range.
And Sirhan …we have thirteen witnesses who placed him in front of the senator, never ever behind him,
and another six who have sworn that they saw his hand pinned to the table – his shooting hand pinned
to the table after the second shot. And he kept pulling the trigger with his hand down there but the
bullets went all over the place. There’s no way that he could have put three bullets in Bob Kennedy at
powder burn range from the rear. And the autopsy report itself is evidence of that.
So I took that case on at that point in time in 2007 and have been involved with it ever since. It’s not an
easy matter to crack through the criminal justice system bureaucracy and force these cases to an
evidentiary hearing, but that’s basically what we tried to do in the King case. We failed. Of course, James
had a liver disease, hepatitis C, and even though I arranged a liver transplant for him at the University of
Pittsburgh, Starzl Institute, I was denied the opportunity to take him there in Tennessee and that of

course was the final death sentence that James faced. We were not successful, and what we had to do
eventually – I represented the King family – we all totally believed, the family and I believed that James
was innocent. That’s why I got involved in that one.
We eventually did a civil trial where we sued one of the perpetrators in civil court in Memphis, and in a
three-day trial with over seventy witnesses and all the evidence we had then, in 1999, was put forward.
Most Americans – most people – do not know that trial ever took place because the mass media is now
so well controlled, being subject to consolidated control, that that trial was not covered and most
people don’t even know it took place.
So, we’re stuck in a similar situation with Sirhan. I believe the evidence is very strong and we are still
before the court trying to get an evidentiary hearing, at least, so that there can be a record created. If
we are denied we can take it up on appeal. If our petition is denied, we of course will go to the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals and push form there. And the outcome can be anyone’s guess.
Osanic: Now what was the item that tipped the scales for you? You said that you kind of assumed that
Sirhan may be innocent, but as you dug in to the material you found even more. What would be a point
that tipped the scales for you? I mean, for myself, when I heard there were powder burns on the back of
his head, I thought that’s crazy – how could you be in front and shot from behind?
Pepper: Yeah, well that’s really the most powerful pieces of evidence – the actual physical and ballistics
record in the case and the location of the shooter, the actual assassin, in comparison to where Sirhan
was, plus the fact that the witnesses saw him in front and that his hand was pinned to the table and
then the long sessions, over three years, that Dan Brown spent with him indicating clearly both under
hypnosis and in free recall that he was effectively set up for this hit, a patsy, and he was controlled by a
woman who was placed on the scene of that purpose on that evening.
It’s a cumulative amount of evidence that has come forward. And when you mix it all together and you
look at the job that his previous lawyer did, the defense that he had, there is little doubt that the man
was railroaded and has been in prison for a crime he didn’t commit – and I imagine are many, many
other people. I got involved in this one – I’m not really an assassinations buff or anything but I’ve
become involved in this whole phenomenon of political assassination because one goes back and look at
it, looks how it’s been used throughout history, not just in the United States in the 60’s, but throughout
history, to remove people or leaders who could not be controlled. It’s a pretty persuasive activity for
that purpose, and unfortunately, Bob Kennedy was about to be president in most of our views. I had
known both Martin King in the last year of his life and Bob Kennedy. I had worked for Bob Kennedy in
’64 when he ran for the senate. I was his Citizens’ Chairman when he ran for the senate in Westchester
County. I had a connection with both of them and they were two significant leaders that had to be
removed.
Osanic: Fletcher Prouty had a line, he said assassination is a business, and assassination is the business
of big business. This is something that would be astounding to people see this pattern you mentioned,
removal.

Pepper: I think what we now see, in these assassinations, along of course with that of John Kennedy,
which I’ve not gotten involved with or done much work on, or Malcom X – that these assassinations in
particular, one could view them as being prelude to oligarchy. And I think one has emerged following
the sixties and into the seventies and up to the present time. It’s the development of an oligarchic state
in America. I think representative democracy is gone, and we’re in a situation where we are truly an
oligarchy. And these events have certainly made it possible for this to happen.
That’s where we are. I think Paul Craig Roberts and others have also said that.
Osanic: What are a couple of issues and items of evidence that pope should know about that are in this
case? You mentioned the idea of hypnoprogramming and this is probably foreign to a lot of people. They
may say “I’ve never heard of this before” but there are some of the issues here that people need to
know about?
Pepper: Hypnoprogramming is nothing new. It’s not a new tactic or device. It goes back to the agency in
developing these guilds back in the fifties some while after being created. It’s an ability to control
behavior up to the point of creating assassins whose memories can be wiped clean of things that they
have done and who can be controlled by the use of not just hypnotism – that’s where there’s a lot of
confusion because you’re not just hypnotizing, but it’s a combination of the use of hypnosis, certainly
and electronic invasion as well as chemicals. And the combination of these things has been used in
various degrees and percentages for quite a long period of time to control individuals.
So that was evident in this particular case with the particular patsy. It was not used in the King case and
there was a different system and style that have been used in that case, obviously equally effective
when you can control the means of information effectively the investigation. The cover-up is easy – and
the media as well, by the way, that does not get involved in investigative journalism anymore – you
control their results and you control history. You rewrite history and you write it for future generations.
That is where we are.
In terms of the events in this case, it’s pretty clear that one can just read the autopsy report and get the
details on how Bob Kennedy was killed, where the fatal bullet was, how it was fired, how close the pistol
was to behind his ear as well as the shots in his back. That is powerful, powerful evidence. So we’re just
looking for a chance, obviously, to put it forward and we’ve not gotten there yet, and I don’t know that
we will. We struggle. We just hope that he is not killed in prison. That’s a problem.
Osanic: Sandy Serrano spoke of this woman in the polka dot dress. Are we any closer to identification of
that person?
Pepper: Yes.
Osanic: OK. So that’s something that would come out in trial.
Pepper: [laughs] it could very well be, yes.

Osanic: That’s excellent news. So, the thing is that you are actually sitting on a large amount of
information that exonerates him, and the legal system is actually very reluctant to let this out at all. It
would just be another instance of, well, they have been lying to us about this, what else have them been
lying to us about?
Pepper: Sure, that is the case. That is certainly the case. We just plug away and hopefully we will get a
ruling or recommendation from the magistrate and then a ruling from the judge so we know where we
can go. Obviously right now we don’t have it. That’s where we are.
Osanic: Do you have any opinion as to the motive for removal of Bobby Kennedy – he was somebody
that was going to make changes, he had mentioned that if elected he would reopen the investigation
into his brother’s murder? Do you have any comments about that?
Pepper: Bob Kennedy was somebody who was out of control, for the ruling forces of this society. He was
going to reopen the investigation of his brother’s death. He was going to end the war in Vietnam, which
would have saved probably another thirty thousand [American] lives if he had gotten in. That’s the
additional number we lost between ’68 and when the war ended in ’75. He was going to go probably in
a different direction in terms of the economic needs of the masses of people in this country, and would
have been a vibrant force for continuation, rejuvenation of democracy.
He was unacceptable, form a whole range of standpoints, and he had to be removed. Los Angeles was
the place picked for that to take effect.
Martin King was actually supposed to have been killed in Los Angeles, and they moved that one finally
into Memphis. Martin was in Los Angeles, they kept James Earl Ray there for a long time, and then
eventually they switched. I guess, logically, you couldn’t have two major assassinations in the same city.
They had to change locales, and Memphis was always high on the list because of [former FBI agent and
Director of Memphis Police and Fire Departments Frank C.] Holliman, who had run Hoover’s office and who
had been special agent in charge for a period of time, and then who was returned as director of police
and fire.
Memphis was a very good place this type of activity, as well as was Los Angeles, witness the official
history (laughs).
Osanic: You mentioned this new book is about to be released you’ve just wrapped it up, so I’d be very
interested to have you one another time to specifically talk about that. But I guess as we wrap up today,
maybe wrap up Bobby Kennedy, and what he meant America at that time, and this assassination by this
unknown person who turns out not to have any memory at all of the event, is – if you’re from another
country you just scratch your head and wonder how can this go on?
Pepper: I think that’s true. Very difficult situation. Bob Kennedy was, in my view, one of the last hopes
that could have been a force for democracy and justice in this land. When they took him from us, as
they took Martin from us, we were just increasingly set back. That’s why I think that those sage voices

who see us in oligarchic situation are probably correct at this point in time. It’s likely to get a lot worse
before it gets better.
On that sad note, that’s pretty much where I see us.
Osanic: There doesn’t seem to be anybody on the horizon that is even a glimmer of hope.
Pepper: No.
Osanic: Catastrophic colossal letdown of Barack Obama – the only person on the horizon is a Hillary
Clinton, the whole thing is … I’ll just leave it like that. I don’t know what to say about the state of our
world. Thank you so much for your time and effort trying to do the right thing, to expose these
assassinations of the 1960’s – at least if we learn from them, what is the state of research, what are the
facts that are known today, and we’ll figure what we can do about that, but for now just try to make an
effort to bring those responsible at least to the information age so people can realize that this is what
did happen. And you certainly did that with the trial in Memphis where you brought out so much
information. You can’t do anything about it now, like you mentioned, with James Earl Ray passed away,
the one dollar settlement – it’s not about money. Here’s what happened.
The same thing with Bobby Kennedy and Sirhan sitting in a jail cell not having memory of it, gunshots
from different directions, the evidence destroyed, maybe the Polish reporter Stanislaw] Pruszynski, that
tape, that will offer additional evidence as well to the number of gunshots fired. I think the timing of the
shots too is very important piece of evidence.
Pepper: The direction of the shots also. That scientific study showed not only that there were about
thirteen shots fired, but that they came from two different directions. That’s very important to
understand. Sirhan was firing one direction, but the actual shots killed Bob were fired in exactly the
opposite direction, since Bob was facing Sirhan. All of those things would be fully aired if we had
opportunity to get into a court room.
So anything anyone can do to run to the federal district court and the magistrate in Los Angeles urging
that we be given that opportunity would be greatly appreciated.
Osanic: How can someone do that?
Pepper: Well, they can write. They can write letters. Magistrate does not like to receive letters. I’m not
really technically supposed to encourage people to bombard the magistrate, but there’s nothing to
prevent people from demonstrating, making contact from actually trying to get a hold of a link – this is
where you can help, to do a link to all of our filings so that anyone who is interested can follow.

